
TRANSFERABLE SERVICE BODIES



We designed our first commercial unit in 1984. The Fiberglass commercial unit was not a slip-in body but our customers liked it so much that we had 
to find a solution to make it a universal fit. 

In fact, the SpaceKap was developed in 1992 as a universal slip-in unit in response to the demands of local plumbers, electricians, contractors and 
others who were tired of having to purchase a new fiberglass cap every time their truck needed to be replaced. Robert Thibault (founder of Fibrobec in 
1972) and Paul Deutschman, from Paul Deutschman Design, listened to our client base and created the very first slip-in body for a pick-up. As a result, 
SpaceKap’s revolutionary design merged the standard pickup into a transferable versatile service truck. Today, SpaceKap is recognized as the leading 
solution in the transferable service body market. Numerous North American companies have adopted the concept as a way to increase efficiency and 
significantly reduce cost and fuel consumption. SpaceKap has also become a way of reducing your Fleets carbon footprint.
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The SpaceKap was built to facilitate transfer from one pick-up truck 
to another. This will allow users to re-use the equipment inside the 
SpaceKap over and over again while keeping the truck newer and 
younger as well. When changing from one vehicle to another, you will 
not be tied down to a single model or make. In fact, your SpaceKap 
will fit any full size truck with similar bed length (6.5’ or 8’). 

The chart on the left shows the estimated savings over four vehicles. 
Total initial savings for changing just one van to a pick-up with a 
SpaceKap would be $35,000.

With the ever increasing cost of gas, fuel economy has become a 
major concern and point of interest for companies across the globe. 
Not only are vehicles becoming more and more fuel efficient, but 
today’s pick-ups consume on average 12% less fuel than cargo vans. 

The chart on the right shows the MPG per vehicle provided by The 
U.S. Department of Energy. For each vehicle that runs a total of 
20,000 miles per year, you will save 250 gallons of fuel or $870 on 
average per year.



To create the most fuel efficient cab level unit in the industry, we worked extensively with 
leading car designer Paul Deutschman. The result is a streamlined unit that accentuates 
the existing style of your truck and when used with one of our Space-Slide sliding trays, 
these fully transferable units allow an enormous amount of equipment to be hauled 
inside the vehicle from one jobsite to another. Add the two large side doors that give 
you the industry leading 320° of access that you are seeking for and you will understand 
why more and more fleets are chosing the Compak. Strong, lightweight and available in 
six or eight foot versions, SpaceKap will replace your cargo van.

Compak 6 Compak 8
Weight: 560 lbs 650 lbs
Volume: 144 cu.ft 173 cu.ft

Inside Height: 44” 44”
Floor Length: 82” 98”
Floor Width: 48.125” 48.125”
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Offered in two versions: with or without side access doors, the SpaceKap WILD offers an 
unparalled 320° access to your equipment. The side door on our eight foot version has 
an amazing 24” high x 84” long opening. Combined with 40/60 rear doors and a Space-
Slide sliding tray, this model will allow you to quickly access any area of your cargo.  

Available in six foot or eight foot versions and able to be shipped quickly with one of 
our quick ship packages, the SpaceKap Wild will have you up and running in no time.

The SpaceKap WILD is the perfect replacement solution to any cargo van.

WILD 6 WILD 8
Weight: 535 lbs 625 lbs
Volume: 180 cu.ft 205 cu.ft

Inside Height: 53” 53”
Floor Length: 82” 98”
Floor Width: 48.125” 48.125”
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The SpaceKap Diablo offers great aerodynamics and the industry’s largest interior 
volume. With an interior height of 6’ 3” all your employees will be able to stand up straight 
in this utility service body. With natural lighting coming from a skylight configuration in 
the front section, standard LED lighting and its 40/60 rear doors, the Diablo has become 
an industry reference.

Whether you are a plumber, an electrician, a general contractor or you work with fiber 
optics, the Diablo is versatile and transferable, in order to save you time and money.

Diablo 6 Diablo 8
Weight: 725 lbs 825 lbs
Volume: 320 cu.ft 372 cu.ft

Inside Height: 75” 75”
Floor Length: 82” 98”
Floor Width: 48.125” 48.125”
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CONTRACTOR (Z10-C8)
Compak 8

PLuMBER / ElectricIaN (Z15-C8)
Compak 8

SERVICE (Z16-C8 )
Compak 8

CONTRACTor (Z10-J8)
WILD 8

PLumber / electrician (Z15-J8)
WILD 8

SERVICE (Z16-J8)
WILD 8

work station (Z17-J8)
WILD 8

CONTRACTor (Z10-M8)
Diablo 8

PLumber / electrician (Z15-M8)
Diablo 8

10’

SERVICE (Z16-M8)
Diablo 8

Work station (Z17-M8)
Diablo 8
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QUICK SHIP PACKAGES

Designed for SpaceKap by:

QUICK SHIP
 PACKAGES

Guaranteed delivery 
in 5 business days*
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Cargo Van

Cutaway with 
service body

Delivery in weeks

Vehicle Delivery

Upfitting

Your SpaceKap will not only be universally transferable from one pick-up 
truck to another, but it will also allow you to make important time and money 
savings for years to come. Delivery of a SpaceKap with one of our Quick 
Ship Packages is possible in one week and installation on a pick-up is done 
in 2.5 weeks on average.  With the SpaceKap arriving ready for work, you 
don’t have to wait for upfitting! 



Think outside the box,
and Go GREEN with SpaceKap!

www.SpaceKap.com 1.800.363.0655


